WARNING!
This is not a toy. This product emits laser radiation.
Avoid direct eye exposure. Follow safety procedures for use, as directed in the laser manufacturer's instructions.
Use supplied safety glasses (Fig.1) when activating laser to protect eyes.

INSPECTION and MAINTENANCE

1. TO TEST: Remove front distributor lens and turn the key to green position. Laser spot can be adjusted by twisting the forepart of the laser pointer.
Press the button on the remote laser tester (see Fig. 2).
Aim the laser beam onto the red target label, located by the emergency unit test switch (see Fig 3). The unit's DC lamps will turn on, and the unit will stay in this mode for three to sixty seconds, depending on emergency unit model. For some models, triggering the test a second time with the laser will cause the lamps to flash 5 times which signifies a 90-min test has begun, in which case you can trigger again and return to the charge mode.

2. BATTERY REPLACEMENT: Replace only with a 18650 lithium ion rechargeable battery rated at 3.6V-3.7V with a maximum charging voltage of 4.2V.
Unscrew the key hole cap to access the battery and replace. Insert the “+” end of the battery into the laser pointer.

3. BATTERY CHARGING: To charge the battery, turn off the laser pointer by turning the key to the red position. Remove the battery from the laser pointer by unscrewing the key hole cap off the laser pointer. Place the battery into the supplied charger (Fig.4) and orient the “+” on the battery with the “+” on the charger.
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